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Horsmonden Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group 
 

Minutes of an informal Steering Group Meeting 
held by video conference/phone on Thursday 4 February 2021 

 
Present: Diana Morton (Chair) 
 Gary Bignell 
 Steve Crane 
 Francesca Brown 
 Ken Mills 
 Darren White 
 Matt Richards 
 Linda Roberson (Secretary) 
  
In attendance: Jim Boot 
  
Apologies: Jeremy Waters 
  
Absent:  Linda Jenkinson 
 Denise Cole 

 
Minutes of last meeting 

 
1. The minutes of the last meeting were approved by the Steering Group. It was agreed that the 

Chair could sign them.   
 
Actions items from last meeting 
 

2. Action items from the last meeting were discussed: and confirmed as completed.  
 
a) Linda J to follow up with Parish Council in relation to village hall suggestions - completed.   
 
b) Denise to investigate printing leads – Denise was absent, therefore carried over.   

 
c) Steve to liaise with Lucy as necessary in relation to website.  Steve had made our website 

accessible.  We would ensure that any documents that were required to be hosted on the 
PC website to comply with the regulations for a neighbourhood plan, would be passed to 
Lucy.   

 
Draft plan progress and village hall 

 
3. Jim had received some helpful comments and corrections from the PC.  The draft plan was not 

yet polished.   
 

4. There had been some discussion at the PC meeting about the location of the village hall and 
debate on the merits of combining with the proposed medical centre on the Bassetts site or 
having it separately on the Brenchley Road site.  A benefit of combining with a medical centre 
was the availability of additional parking spaces in the evening when the medical centre would 
be closed. It is questionable whether the Brenchley Road site could provide the ideal amount of 
parking. The Bassets site is further from the village centre.  However, combining with the 
medical centre means the funding is reliant on both sites coming together during the same time 
period in order to get the section 106 contributions. The PC’s impression was that it is probably 
better to keep the village hall and medical centre on separate sites.  
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5. In terms of what was required from a village hall, the PC had asked if it was possible for the 
Steering Group to canvass opinions from residents. This was discussed but we were not sure 
that the Steering Group was the right group to be canvassing views from the village about the 
village hall and that the villagers are not necessarily the right people to ask.  Moreover, we 
have no idea how much funding will be available to fund the development of a village hall to 
know what is could realistically be delivered.  Jim was asked to see if we could get more clarity 
from TWBC on this and to request a further meeting with them.  We discussed the information 
the Linda J had forwarded to Steve from Colin about the use of the village hall.  This was 
largely about what is was currently used for and by which groups, in effect, the diary.  What 
was more relevant was understanding what the current village hall could not cater for and what 
needs were currently unmet (i.e., who were the groups trying to book that could not get slots or 
for whom the current hall was unsuitable because it didn't have the right facilities). We thought 
the Village Hall Committee was best placed to consider this and Matt was asked to go feed that 
back to Linda J.   
 

6. There was a comment from the PC about the plan focussing too much on the Church village 
hall. This was not intended, but this could be made into more of a comment about hall spaces 
available within the village, none of which were large.  The PC had also noted that there was 
no mention of outdoor gyms for adults and Jim would remedy this.  

 
7. The PC mentioned a concern about the need for someone to take responsibility for sheltered 

housing and that the plan did not address how or who would manage this. This could be done 
through a housing association and need not fall to the PCl.   

 
8. We discussed maintenance options for a community orchard and the need to keep it disease 

and pest free.  Francesa mentioned a project which helped fund community orchards that 
would be worth investigating www.kentorchards.org.uk. 

 
9. Jim would tweak the draft plan to cater for the feedback from the PC and any more feedback 

from the Steering Group and drop in some illustrations and maps. It would be taken back to the 
PC on 1 March.   

 
10. Jim provided an example of a map he had quickly mocked up to illustrate/summarise visually 

the plan on a map of Horsmonden.  The Steering Group liked the idea and agreed it would be 
worth getting it professionally designed by Flimwell Design.   

 
11. Following a further review by the PC, the draft plan would be sent to Intelligent Examinations 

for a health-check to ensure that it complies with the necessary regulations and requirements 
for a neighbourhood plan.   

 
12. We briefly discussed the logistics for releasing the plan for consultation.  We would aim to ask 

them to consider some key questions, e.g. do you agree with the plan, do you agree with the 
policies, do you want see outdoor adult gym equipment provided for, do you want a community 
orchard?  Responses could be provided on a tear off paper and collected in a box outside 
Heath Stores (for example). We would need to make provision for people to respond on paper 
as well as electronically. 
 
AOB 

 
13. Deborah Dixon from TWBC had been in touch with Jim and was keen to understand progress 

with our neighbourhood plan and keen to see a draft. Jim will respond to let her know where 
things stand.     
 

14. To recap, the following actions were identified: 
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a) Matt to let Linda J about our reservations on the village hall survey.   
 
b) Jim to revise plan to take account of PC comments in time for their meeting 1 March.   

 
c) Carried over:  Denise to investigate printing leads. 

 
15. The next Steering Group Meeting will be on Thursday 4th March 2021 at 7.30pm. 

 
 
 
Signed: ………………………………………….. 
Diana Morton (Chair) 
 
 
Date: ……………………………………………..  

Diana Morton 

4 March 2021 


